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Abstract—Collision detection is one of the most challenging
tasks for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), especially for small
or micro UAVs with limited computational power. In nature, fly
insects with compact and simple visual systems demonstrate the
amazing ability to navigating and avoid collision in a complex
environment. A good example of this is locusts. Locusts avoid
collision in a dense swarm relying on an identified vision neuron
called Lobula Giant Movement Detector (LGMD) which has been
modelled and applied on ground robots and vehicles. LGMD
as a fly insect’s visual neuron, is an ideal model for UAV
collision detection. However, the existing models are inadequate
in coping with complex visual challenges unique for UAVs.
In this paper, we proposed a new LGMD model for flying
robots considering distributed spatial-temporal computing for
both excitation and inhibition to enhance the looming selectivity
in flying scenes. The proposed model integrated recent discovered
presynaptic connection types in biological LGMD neuron into
a spatial-temporal filter with linear distributed interconnection.
Systematic experiments containing quadcopter’s first person view
(FPV) flight videos demonstrated that the proposed distributed
presynaptic structure can dramatically enhance LGMD’s looming
selectivity especially in complex flying UAV applications.
Index Terms—LGMD, UAV, looming, collision detection, presy-
naptic neural network.
I. INTRODUCTION
AUTONOMOUS flying robots or unmanned aerial vehi-cles (UAVs), especially small and micro aerial vehicles
(MAVs), have demonstrated huge potential in serving human
society recently with their flexible flyability. However, au-
tonomous MAVs still cannot fly automatically for real service
tasks, one of the reasons is that they have not been equipped
with efficient collision detection capability. Traditional ways
for collision detection, such as laser[1], ultrasonic[2], and
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping(SLAM)[3] are either
too computationally expensive or too dependent on objects’
texture and physical characters such as absorbing and reflective
ability, therefore are not ideal for MAVs. Vision sensors
capture rich information of the real world yet are small and
low power consuming. However, the abundant information
demands efficient algorithms to extract features for specific
tasks. For autonomous MAVs, their agile 3D movements
yield much more background noise than ground robots. How
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to discriminate crucial collision information for autonomous
MAVs with limited computing resources is still challenging.
On the other hand, nature demonstrated thousands of suc-
cessful collision detection solutions. For example, locusts’ can
fly agilely in a swarm of millions without collision. Their
amazing collision sensitivity during agile flight relies on a
visual looming detector found in their Lobula plate: the Lobula
Giant Movement Detector (LGMD)[4]. The LGMD responds
discriminately to looming obstacles and discards translating
or receding interference, making it ideal for modelling in
robotic platforms to detect head-on collisions.[5][6]. Some
applicable LGMD inspired models have been studied, de-
spite the precise structure and signal process in the LGMD
neuron remain veiled. For example, Badia[7] used Reichard
correlator[8] based EMD structure to extract expanding edges
and applied the LGMD model for blimp collision detecting.
Yue[9] enhanced the feature of LGMD with grouped excitation
and decay. This model discriminates visual cues by laterally
inhibiting neighbouring stimuli and feeding forward the output
in a dynamic range with a global switch. It has been intro-
duced as a robotic looming detector to mobile and hexapod
robots[10][11][12], automatic drive scene[13][14], and a few
UAV applications[15][16]. However, these LGMD models
are still not, as the locust’s LGMD neuron are, competent
for agile flight in complex environments. Agile flight here
refers to efficient flight with inevitable attitude or ego motion,
which can cause severe background noise to the onboard
vision sensor. An example of attitude motion caused camera
movement is given in Fig. 1.
This issue brings a conundrum for LGMD based collision
detector: the quadcopter needs to fly quickly to sustain effi-
ciency, but this causes attitude motion and leads to LGMD
false positive alarm. As demonstrated in In Fig. 2, the LGMD
model[16][17] inevitably triggered false positive alarm when
challenged with an FPV flight video of a small quadcopter
in periods (ii) and (iii). These attitude motion are crucial
for UAV’s agile flights with efficiency and pan-tilts are not
appropriate for power limited MAVs. To address this kind of
conundrum for efficient flight application, the LGMD model
needs to be significantly enhanced to cope with the agile
flights while highlighting looming selectivity in dynamic and
clustered environments.
Recent biological researches suggest that the retinotopic
remapping and morphology in LGMD’s dendritic fan play an
important role in LGMD’s looming selectivity[18]. Further
study indicates that the presynaptic connection in LGMD
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Fig. 1. UAVs attitude motion (quadcopter for example) during agile flight.
Different from ground robots, UAV’s agile flight is accompanied with attitude
motions which will lead to ego-motion of the camera and cause severe
background noise.
(a) Grey samples
(b) P layer samples
(c) G layer samples
(e) Normalised Output
Fig. 2. LGMD Conundrum during agile flight of previous LGMD model[16].
Example frames are sampled at: 1,35,50,80,100. (a) Input grey samples of
the FPV video. (b) and (c) P and G layer output transformed to heat-map.
(d)colour bar (e)Normalised output MP of LGMD. Red triangle: the first peak
of false positive, red star: the collision point. The flight experienced 4 periods:
(i)hovering, (ii)pitching,(iii)accelerating, (iv)approaching obstacle(looming).
Despite LGMD indeed filtered lots of noise, there remains many counters
of surroundings in pitching and accelerating period.
is fine and distributed[19]. The distributed inhibitory[20]
and excitatory[21] presynaptic interconnections contribute to
LGMD’s specific looming selectivity. These findings sug-
gest that the presynaptic connection in the dendritic fan is
exquisitely distributed and reciprocally connected, and this
structure may lay the foundation of LGMD’s discriminative
response to looming. As far as we know, it is still not clear how
presynaptic spatial-temporal distribution shaped the looming
selectivity, and no computational model has been studied from
this aspect. Inspired by these recent researches, we proposed
the distributed presynaptic connection based LGMD model (D-
LGMD) and systematically analysed how the spatial-temporal
distribution contributes to LGMD’s looming selectivity. Ex-
perimental results indicated that strong looming selectivity
emerges after the cooperation of distributed excitatory and
inhibitory linear reciprocal connection. The proposed presy-
naptic neural network model therefore acquired strong robust-
ness in complex and dynamic visual scenes. The results of this
research may not only provided a new UAV collision detecting
solution for agile flights against complex backgrounds, but
also revealed the significant recognition role a presynaptic
neural network can play using distributed linear reciprocal
connection.
In summary, the contribution of this paper is threefold:
1) Proposed a computational distributed presynaptic struc-
ture to enhance LGMD’s looming selectivity. Within the
presynaptic neural network, several recently observed re-
ciprocal connection types (i.e. self-inhibition[20], lateral
inhibition[4], distributed excitation[19]) are integrated
with uniform description.
2) Systematically analysed the role of spacial-temporal
distribution pattern of presynaptic connection in shaping
LGMD’s looming selectivity. Compared to previous
computational models, D-LGMD’s selectivity for loom-
ing is dramatically enhanced and flexibly tuned within
the distributed presynaptic connection (DPC) layer.
3) Demonstrated the model’s performance with real-flight
UAV FPV colliding video. Solved LGMD’s conundrum
in complex dynamic scene by considerably enhancing
the looming selectivity against other interfering stimuli.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II, reviews related work on the LGMD model and UAV’s
collision detection. Section III, the proposed model is de-
scribed in formulations. In Section IV, introduced experimental
setup and materials. Section V, experiments are conducted to
test the proposed model. Discussion is also given after the
experiments. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Traditional UAV’s Collision Detection
Visual based collision detection for UAVs can be categorised
into two types of strategies, one is to sense depth and react an
escaping behaviour when an obstacle is at a given distance.
This requires the controller to receive precise depth infor-
mation about 3D environment in real time. There are many
approaches to this, such as stereo-camera[22], LIDAR[23][24],
optic flow based distance maintenance[25][26] and SLAM[3].
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This type of methods are commonly used in UAVs with
abundant power because they are comparatively robust. But
these methods will not discriminate objects, in other words,
it computes distance to every object in the whole FoV. And
therefore, a redundant calculating power is involved in the
process to have perception of 3D surroundings. It is interesting
that in nature, only higher species or predators are likely
to own depth based detector. Insects with small brains are
unlikely to have perception of ”depth”, because their binocular
overlapped field and spacing between their eyes are too small.
Instead, they will sacrifice accuracy for efficiency by making
use of basic monocular visual cues to sense collision or danger.
The second strategy uses a similar idea: to recognise
obstacles with collision potential by monitoring their visual
features. For example, within a single frame, it is applicable
to recognise objects by feature points, and avoid the objects
in the frontal area [27][28]. However, recognising the object
is not necessary-and-sufficient for detecting collision, there-
fore, neither robust nor efficient. Additionally, based on the
acknowledgement that image of looming objects will expand
rapidly and non-linearly during collisions, some attempts have
been made to detect the expansion of images on the retina
for identifying objects that are approaching. for example,
Mori[29] used SURF algorithm and template matching to de-
tect relative-expansion of looming object. Al-Kaff[30] used sift
algorithm and matching for relative-expansion. However, these
traditional recognition methods are computational consuming
in complex dynamic scenes.
B. Bio-inspired Collision Detection
Animals are evolved to arm efficient sensor system spe-
cialised for their living environments, and many insects are
equipped with a designated visual system for flight. For
example, optic flow is a fly-inspired method for visual percep-
tion. It has been studied in UAV’s ego-motion estimation[31]
and collision detection[25][32], but it is not appropriate for
head-on collisions. As a complementary approach, optic flow
can combine the idea of expansion detecting, which derived
divergent optic flow based head-on collision detection[33][34].
LGMD is another bio-inspired collision detector, and it is
known to be specialised for head-on looming objects [35].
Recent LGMD modelling researches such as Fu et al. proposed
the on and off mechanism[36] to focus on dark looming ob-
jects, spiking frequency adaption mechanism[37] to feedback
output MP with its derivative and FFI mediated inhibition[14]
to adapt different background complexity. But these works
was not validated in UAV applications. Our previous research
demonstrated real time quadcopter collision avoidance with
LGMD base collision detector[16][38]. In agile UAV flights,
the complex dynamic image motion will generate spurious
signal and contaminate the whole FoV of previous models. As
a consequence, unsolvable false positive is yielded. Therefore,
the existing LGMD model lacks robustness[39] even though
Feed-forward Inhibition (FFI) is assumed to switch off re-
sponse during self-rotation. Therefore, for more complex and
dynamic applications, LGMD needs enhancement in discrim-
inating looming stimuli from interfering signals.
C. Emerging Biological Findings about LGMD’s Looming
Selectivity
LGMD as a special single neuron has amazing recognition
ability. Its looming selectivity largely comes from its dendritic
fan[40], although the precise synaptic activation function re-
mains controversial[41], recent biological researches thought
highly of its retinotopic reciprocal connection in the den-
dritic area. It is observed that both excitatory and inhibitory
presynaptic connections have overlapping portions[19][20],
these results indicate that the dendrites receive fine distributed
retinotopic projection from the photoreceptors and interact
with neighbouring synapses before converging. The spatial-
temporal race between excitation and inhibition likely lead to
selective response for expanding over translating stimuli[5],
and the distributed excitation would increase coherently ex-
panding edges[21]. We put forth such a presynaptic layer
which contains distributed excitatory and inhibitory reciprocal
connection, and the connectivity is ruled by a uniform spatial-
temporal distribution. As an LGMD-inspired collision detec-
tor, our work is different from Badia[42], which involved non-
linear preprocessing of the image and multiplicative reciprocal
connection. Our model extracts looming visual cues using
linear reciprocal connection only. The looming selectivity first
emerges after the retinotopic mapping (DPC layer), and before
the postsynaptic inhibition (FFI). Compared to Yue[9], the
looming selectivity in our model is flexibly tuned in the DPC
layer using the spatial-temporal distribution and is of dra-
matically enhanced robustness in complex scenes. Compared
to traditional visual methods, the proposed presynaptic filter
is based on linear process towards luminance change, and
therefore, is computationally efficient.
III. MODEL DESCRIPTION
This section presented the proposed distributed presynaptic
connection based LGMD model (called D-LGMD for short) in
formulations and described the virtual mechanism of filtering
insignificant signals and eliciting looming cues.
A. Mechanism and schematic
As known from geometry, the image of an ideal looming
object will experience a sharp nonlinear expanding near the
collision point, both angular size and angular velocity of the
image will increase non-linearly[43] as illustrated in Fig. 3. In
a looming case, this type of non-linearly angular velocity is
hardly reached by other source of visual stimuli like receding
or translating objects. The proposed DPC layer forms a spatial-
temporal filter to discriminate images’ angular velocity on
retina. It boosts fast expanding edges of looming objects and
eliminates interfering stimuli caused by other visual sources.
This is achieved by the combination of distributed excitation
and the spatial-temporal race against presynaptic inhibition.
Excitation of an object must win the race to reach the threshold
in later layers. The faster the edge moves over the camera,
the more excitatory units stand out. Once excitation of the
coherently expanding edge exceed the offsetting impact of
inhibition, excitatory units will mutually enhance because
of the distributed reciprocal connection. The discriminative
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Fig. 3. Ideal object angular size and angular velocity via time during a
looming process. Both curves are highly nonlinear, set a threshold on angle
or angular velocity may be the strategy used by insects to identify collision
cases[44]. This paper highlights nonlinear angular velocity for collision
detection.
response to different angular velocity is tuned by the distri-
bution functions which are pre-defined and consistent during
computing process.
A schematic of the proposed D-LGMD model is presented
in Fig. 4, D-LGMD can be described as 3 layers in the
main signal stream, i.e. Photo receptors, distributed presynap-
tic reciprocal connection (DPC), grouping and decay (GD).
Additionally, feed forward inhibition (FFI), a side pathway
of postsynaptic inhibition[45], will mediate the GD threshold
to regulate output MP in a dynamic range, so we call it FFI
mediated grouping and decay (FFI-GD). And finally one single
output terminal whose membrane potential (MP) reflects the
threat level of collision in the whole FoV and will instruct
downstream motion systems to avoid collisions. In general,
there are 2 differences compared to previous LGMD models:
1) Excitatory and inhibitory interconnections are ruled by
spatial-temporal distribution in DPC layer which pre-
defined the preferred angular speed clearly. Therefore,
D-LGMD can easily threshold out insignificant cues and
acquired nonlinear response to looming objects. This
non-linearity increased the robustness towards back-
ground noise and boost the quickly response to collision
when looming object becomes prominent.
2) The side pathway, FFI will no longer switch off the out-
put MP, but mediate the decay threshold after grouping.
This new mechanism keeps the output MP in a dynamic
range and enable the detector to remain sensitive in
whole FoV changing scenes (e.g. attitude motion).
B. Photo-receptor layer
The first layer of the proposed model is photo receptor layer.
As a motion sensitive visual model, the input layer extracts
absolute luminance changes of each pixel:
P (x, y, t) = |L(x, y, t)−
∫
L(x, y, s)δ(t− s− 1)ds| (1)
where δ is the unit impulse function, P (x, y, t) denotes the
luminance change of pixel(x, y) at time t, and L(x, y, t)
denotes the luminance at time t. P layer responds to all image
motion equally and does not discriminate backgrounds or
foregrounds, translating, receding or looming.
Fig. 4. D-LGMD neural model schematic. DPC:distributed presynaptic
connection, FFI: feed forward inhibition, MP: membrane potential
Fig. 5. DPC process illustration. ”+” denotes excitation, ”-” denotes inhibition.
Both excitation and inhibition are mutually connected with neighbouring
synapses, and the connectivity is ruled by distribution functions WE(x, y) and
WI(x, y, t) (which are both symmetrical in spacial domain, and determined
by distance, therefore, neighbouring synapses at symmetrical position have
the same passing weights and latency).
C. DPC layer
After P layer, the image changes of whole FoV are ex-
tracted, only relatively moving edges are input to the next
layer. DPC layer will enhance stimuli of looming or high
speed objects and inhibit that of translating or backgrounds.
Fig. 5 illustrated the schematic of DPC layer. The ability of
discriminately responding to different visual stimuli sources
is formed by reciprocal connected and interacted neural path-
ways including: interneuron excitation, interneuron inhibition
and self-inhibition. Considering current researches of locust’s
LGMD neuron, the DPC layer will be consistent with the
following assumed principles:
1) Containing both excitatory and inhibitory transmitter
pathways[20].
2) The strength of connection tappers along the diameter
from the root towards dendrite tip.[46][47].
3) Time race between excitation and inhibition is essential
for image velocity selectivity.[4].
Thus we described the DPC layer with 2 distributions for
excitatory and inhibitory pathways respectively, and integrated
the time race between excitation and inhibition in distribution
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functions:
E(x, y, t) =
∫∫
P (x, y, t)WE(x− u, y − v)dudv (2)
I(x, y, t) =
∫∫∫
P (x, y, t)WI(x− u, y − v, t− s)dudvds
(3)
where E(x, y, t) and I(x, y, t) are excitation and inhibition at
each pixel, WE , WI are the distribution function of excita-
tion and inhibition respectively, considering principle 3), WI
contains distributions not only in spatial domain but also in
temporal domain. consist with principle 2), Gaussian kernel is
chosen to describe the two distributions in spatial domain:{
WE(x, y) = GσE (x, y)
WI(x, y, t) = GσI (x, y)δ(t− h(x, y))
(4)
Where σE ,σI are standard differences of excitation and inhibi-
tion distribution, h(x, y) is the temporal distribution function
of inhibitory pathways. h(x, y) is coordinates-determined and
increased simultaneously with transmission distance:
h(x, y) = α+
1
β + exp(−λ2(x2 + y2)) (5)
where α, β, λ are time constants. An example of the tem-
poral latency distribution is shown in Fig. 6 (note when
α = β = λ = 0, h(t) = 1.). Time latency is necessary to form
the spatial-temporal race between excitation and inhibition,
which is well explained in Rind et. al[4]. Here we further
put forth that the radial extending temporal distribution will
sharpen the output curve because it produced a gradient for
inhibition and selectively enhanced the barrier towards visual
cues with relatively lower angular velocity. Fig. 7 illustrated
this mechanism. With constant latency, Stimuli A at t2 (lower
angular velocity) in Fig. 7a is only inhibited by stimuli A at
t1, which is similar to stimuli B (higher angular velocity).
While with distributed latency, stimuli A in Fig. 7b will be
replicatively inhibited by stimuli A at both t1 and t0, and
stimuli B will easily escape from inhibitory impact and stand
out in later layer. After the distributed interconnection, the
excitation and inhibition are integrated by linear summing
(inhibition has opposite sign against excitation):
S(x, y, t) = E(x, y, t)− a · I(x, y, t) (6)
where S(x, y, t) is the presynaptic sum corresponding to each
pixel at time t, and a is the inhibition strength coefficient. Ad-
ditionally, synapses stimuli will not be suppressed to negative,
so a judgement equation is:
S(x, y, t) = max[0, S(x, y, t)] (7)
From the above formulations, the DPC layer formed a
spatial-temporal filter, whose input is edges of moving objects.
The latency between E and I pathway involves temporal
information which cooperates with spacial distribution and
forms the character of preferred angular velocity. Coherent
excitations will mutually enhance, and must move faster to
escape from the rejection band. Thus, only fast changing
profiles of truly dangerous looming objects stand out after the
”spatial-temporal filter”, while the stimuli caused by slowly
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. h(t) temporal latency distribution example. (a) kernel mesh, (b)top
view. α, β, λ are set as α = −0.1, β = 0.5, λ = 0.7.
c
(a) Constant h(t) = 1
(b) Distributed h(t)
Fig. 7. Inhibitory impact comparison between constant time latency and radial
distributed time latency. For example, stimuli A is moving slower than B, in
case (a) with constant h(t), stimuli B (the faster) received less inhibitory
impact because of the spatial distribution. In (b), if we simply assume the
latency distribution as 1 frame delay for 1 pixel distance and 2 frame delay
for 2 pixel distance, with radial extending latency, inhibitory impact for stimuli
A is replicative. At t2, stimuli A will receive main inhibitory impact from t1
and secondary impact from t0. Contrarily, stimuli B will easily escape from
the impact of t0 and t1 and stand out because of its higher angular speed.
Therefore, the distributed h(t) selectively enhanced the barrier to slowly
changing stimuli.
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translating objects or backgrounds are dramatically attenuated
and will be further eliminated by threshold in the next layer.
WE , WI , and h(t) regulate the spatial-temporal distribution
and rule the competition between excitation and inhibition,
therefore, they shape the selectivity for objects with different
angular velocity. Notably, Since the DPC layer discriminates
angular velocity, if an object is close enough that it occupy
huge area of the retina and translating at an extreme angular
speed, it is also treated as a ”dangerous target” that the model
will respond an alarm. This character is also consistent with
locust’s behaviour experiments towards sudden translating[35].
D. FFI mediated grouping and decay
The output of DPC layer comes to grouping (G) layer and
will be further enhanced if the excitation is clustered, and
vice versa. G layer is introduced to this network in order to
enhance expanded edges of looming object which is repre-
sented by clustered excitations[9]. This layer allows clusters
of excitation from DPC layer easily pass to its corresponding G
counterpart and provides a greater MP output. This mechanism
is implemented by multiply the summation in DPC layer with
a passing coefficient Ce:
G(x, y, t) = S(x, y, t) · Ce(x, y, t) (8)
Where G(x, y, t) is the excitation corresponded to each den-
dritic cell in G layer and Ce is defined by a convolution
operation from its neighbourhood given by:
Ce(x, y, t) =
∫∫
Ω
S(x− u, y − v, t) · kdudv (9)
where k is amplify constant and Ω is the neighbourhood area,
in this paper, we set Ω as a 4 × 4 matrix. G layer is then
followed by a threshold to filter out decayed signals:
G˜(x, y, t) =
{
G(x, y, t), if G(x, y, t) > Tde(t)
0, otherwise.
(10)
The decay threshold Tde(t) is mediated by the side pathway
postsynaptic inhibition FFI, given by:
Tde(t) =
FFI(t)
ncell ·m · T0 (11)
T0 is the default maximal threshold, ncell is the total number
of pixels in a single frame, m is a constant coefficient. FFI(t)
is calculated by previous whole FoV image changes, given by:
FFI(t) =
∫∫
|P (x, y, t− 1)|dxdyds (12)
The FFI-GD mechanism will no longer switch off the output
MP, but mediate threshold level for single synaptic afferent
according to luminance change in the whole FoV. This new
mechanism further enhanced the coherently expanding edges
of looming objects, kept the output MP in a dynamic range,
and preserved the ability to work in complex and dynamic
scenes.
TABLE I
CONSTANT PARAMETERS
name value name value
α 0.3 k 1
m 0.4 nsp 2
T0 0.5 TMP 0.4
E. LGMD cell
The membrane potential (MP) of the LGMD cell K(t) is
finally calculated by summing results of whole FoV:
K(t) =
∫∫
|G˜(x, y, t)|dxdy (13)
If the MP K(t) exceeds the threshold, a spike is produced:
Sspikef =
{
1, if K(t) > TMP
0, otherwise.
(14)
An impending collision is confirmed if successive spikes last
consecutively no less than nsp frames:
CLGMDf =
1, if
f∑
f−nsp
Sspikef > nsp
0, otherwise.
(15)
The LGMD detector will generate an ”avoid” command if the
spikes last nsp frames. Regular parameters are listed in Table
I, these parameters are consistent in all the experiments in this
paper.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The same quadcopter platform as described in [38] is used
in this research. A webcam (OSMO Pocket) is used to record
real-time FPV videos at 30 frame rate (1080P). Visual stimuli
as input to the proposed neural network contain both simulated
objects and real-time FPV videos. The simulation contains
rendered scenes by Unity Engine, and basic approaching cubes
generated by matlab. In real flight FPV videos, the webcam
was glued on the quadcopter to capture real-time videos. Fig. 8
is the outlook of the quadcopter platform. The quadcopter was
program-controlled to achieve: hovering, rotation, acceleration
and uniform speed flight tasks. Different objects and surround-
ings are also considered in our experiments. The proposed
model is running on a general laptop (with 2.5GHz Intel Core
i5 CPU and 8GB memory) after prepared the above mentioned
experimental materials.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned in above sections, the proposed D-LGMD
model lays a spatial-temporal filter to discriminate angular
velocity and alarm as collision case when the output excita-
tion exceeds a global threshold. In this sections, systematic
experiments are conducted to analyse the character of D-
LGMD in different scenes. Both qualitative comparison with
previous LGMD model and quantitative parameter sensitivity
experiments are presented. Both simulation and real flight FPV
videos demonstrated the proposed D-LGMD has enhanced
selectivity to looming especially during quadcopter’s agile
flight in complex scenes.
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Fig. 8. Quadcopter Platform. The camera is glued on the quadcopter to capture
FPV videos.
A. Characteristics of D-LGMD
To intuitively illustrate the layered network’s signal process,
we gave an example of Unity rendered scene and dissected
the layered output in Fig. 9. The input scene contains 1
looming ball with uniform approaching speed and 4 capsules
translating at 4 different speeds. P layer acquired luminance
change without any selection, thus stimuli of all capsules
and the looming ball were passed to the next layer. The
DPC layer discriminated angular velocity and dramatically
attenuated stimuli from translating. After that, G layer further
filtered sparse or decayed signals and amplify the grouped
excitation under the mediation of FFI.
Secondly, a simulated pure stimulus was input to compare
the character between LGMD and D-LGMD. Fig. 10 showed
the normalised output MP towards a looming and receding
cube. In the looming case Fig. 10a, both LGMD and D-LGMD
MP increased non-linearly as the cube approaching. Increasing
of LGMD started gradually from the very beginning, while
D-LGMD kept silent in the first period and sharply rose up
near frame 15. This is because D-LGMD is more sensitive
to preferred image angular velocity than other visual cues
and therefore has better distinguish-ability when object is real
dangerous than far away. Similarly, D-LGMD also showed
better distinguish-ability towards receding objects, as can be
seen from Fig. 10b. Similar to locust’s LGMD neuron[5],
when faced receding objects, D-LGMD’s MP dropped to silent
soon after the first activation. Nevertheless the LGMD model
does not has such satisfactory ignorance for receding objects.
This result indicates the proposed D-LGMD is relatively robust
to receding interfering stimuli.
Furthermore, it is reasonable to define the ”attenuation” for
evaluating the impact of DPC layer as we considered the
proposed DPC structure as a spatial temporal filter, which
should has corresponding attenuation for images with different
angular velocity. Here we define the ”attenuation of DPC
layer” as the log-transformed proportion between summation
of DPC pixels and summation of input luminance changes:
Attenuation(t) = 10lg(
∫∫
S(x, y, t)dxdy∫∫
P (x, y, t)dxdy
) (16)
The attenuation is dependent on image’s angular velocity. For
example, Fig. 11 illustrated D-LGMD’s attenuation change
(a)
(b)
Fig. 9. Dissection of each layer’s image process with Unity rendered
input scene. For better resolution, P layer, S layer and G layer results are
transformed to heat-map. (a) example input scene. (b) sampled frames of
each layer.
during a looming process. The attenuation was strong for
relative lower angular speed at the beginning, and rose up
as the object getting closer. Compared to LGMD, D-LGMD
showed stronger attenuation in start period and a sharper rise
near the collision point, which means D-LGMD has stronger
ability to discriminate the stimuli as the angular velocity of a
looming object always increases non-linearly.
B. Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
D-LGMD’s responding preference is determined by the
spatial-temporal distribution. In this subsection, we discussed
several crucial parameters for tuning this preference, includ-
ing: inhibition strength a, standard deviations of excitation
and inhibition distributions σE , σI , and time race coefficients
α, β, λ. Parameters sets used in later experiments are listed
in Table.II for comparison.
Fig. 12 showed how σE and σI tuned the attenuation
towards different angular velocity. In general, D-LGMD has
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TABLE II
CRUCIAL PARAMETERS SETS
Temporal Distribution Parameters Spatial Distribution Parameters Other Parameters
sets α β λ σE σI a T0 r
set1 0 0 0 0.35 1 1.5 0.5 4
set2 0 0 0 0.35 1.8 1.5 0.5 4
set3 0 0 0 0.35 2.5 1.5 0.5 4
set4 -0.1 0.5 0.7 0.35 1 1.5 0.5 4
set5 -0.1 0.5 0.7 0.35 1.8 1.5 0.5 4
set6 -0.1 0.5 0.7 0.35 2.5 1.5 0.5 4
set7 -0.1 0.5 0.7 1 5 1.5 0.5 4
set8 -0.1 0.5 0.7 1 5 1.5 0.5 6
set9 -0.1 0.5 0.7 1.5 5 1.5 0.5 6
∗r is calculating radius used when running on PC
TABLE III
DETAILS OF INPUT IMAGE SEQUENCES
Image Sequence Backgrounds Complexity Attitude Motion Object Texture Collision Frame
Group1 Cluttered Indoor Pitch, Accelerating Pure Colour Chair 120
Group2 Cluttered Indoor Pitch, Accelerating, Decelerating Gridding Pattern 140
Group3 Rotation Indoor Yaw Notebook 135
Group4 Simple Indoor Take off, Pitch Gridding Pattern 210
Group5 Simple Indoor Take off, Pitch Carton 196
(a)
(b)
Fig. 10. Comparative response for (a) looming and (b) receding object of
LGMD and D-LGMD. Input stimuli are simulated image sequences of a
looming or receding cube (sampled and stamped on the graph).
stronger attenuation for relatively lower speed object and
vice versa. Specifically, increasing σI enhanced the inhibition
towards stimuli with higher angular velocity, while increasing
σE enhanced the coherently expanding edges of stimuli with
higher angular velocity. Thus, tuning the spatial distribution
parameter σE , σI makes it easy to select out preferred angular
velocity and to identify image edges of dangerous objects.
Fig. 13 illustrated the impact of temporal distributed inter-
Fig. 11. Attenuation change during looming process (D-LGMD parameters:
set 7). The input scene is a looming ball generated by Unity engine.
connection, which is tuned by time race coefficients α, β, λ.
The radial distributed h(t) sharpened the normalised output
curve. Moreover, in Fig. 13a, the parameter sets with lower
response in the beginning climbed over in looming period.
This indicates that as parameter σI increasing, the performance
getting better not only in the looming period (stronger output
MP) but also has stronger attenuation when the stimuli is
of lower angular velocity. This happened because the radial
distributed time latency made it easier for stimuli of higher
angular velocity to win the inhibition race as we explained in
Fig. 7.
C. Performance in UAV FPV Videos
Finally, we challenged the model with recorded real flight
videos. Various input scenes had been tested, including clut-
tered indoor environment, taking off, multi-axis attitude mo-
tion, self-rotation, acceleration and deceleration. Details of the
experimental input sequences are listed in Table III.
Again, we challenged D-LGMD with the aforementioned
conundrum (input sequences: Group 2), where LGMD pro-
duced unsolvable false positive in Fig. 2. The result of D-
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Fig. 12. Attenuation analyse towards different object speed. The input stimuli
are translating cubes at 4 different speed: 1,2,3,4 (pixels/frame) which is
equivalent to 9,18,27,36 (◦/s) in a 120◦, 30 frame rate camera. Note the
colour bar in each sub-picture represent different attenuation range. In general,
the attenuation is much stronger for relatively lower speed object.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 13. Comparative experiments between distributed time delay and constant
time delay.(a) Output MP, (b) Normalized MP
LGMD is presented in Fig. 14. Note when LGMD model faced
the first false positive, D-LGMD model remains almost silent,
and kept a indistinctive level during accelerating also. Before
the collision point, D-LGMD responded a quick activation, and
the curve climbed up sharply to peak. The FFI-GD mechanism
further eliminated noisy spikes and smoothed the curve.
Then we tested the model with the same scene but changed
the object with a different pattern, as shown in Fig. 15(input
sequences: Group 2). We also discussed typical parameter
sets in this complex scene. The selected parameter sets were
not optimised but very typical: Set3 rarely has excitatory
distribution and the temporal latency is constant. Set6 involved
distributed latency. Set7 has wider excitatory and inhibitory
distribution kernel, but restricted the calculating radius as 4
(r = 4 cannot fully reflect the kernel). Set8 extended the
calculating radius to 6 and made full use of the convolution
kernel. The results clearly showed the different impact of
parameters: Set 3 and set 7 remains a small response near
frame 40 (pitching). This small response is eliminated in set
6, 8 when added temporal distribution or increased calculating
radius respectively. Set 3 and 6 were largely affected by the
decelerating process and leads to a drop down near frame
120. This indicate that these two sets (with smaller σE , σI
and calculating radius r) may not has consistent performance
when faced decelerating looming object.
And also, D-LGMD worked well in relative simple envi-
ronment (Fig16 and Fig17). Both LGMD and D-LGMD were
available to detect collision in these simple scenes. However,
LGMD results remained several small peaks during attitude
motion. The attenuation curves reflected the difference from
another aspect: D-LGMD showed strong discrimination in
different periods, strong attenuation is observed after taking
off, and the attenuation curve prominently rose up during the
looming periods.
Additionally, we challenged the model during self-rotation
(yaw motion). Results in Fig. 18 indicated D-LGMD preserved
the ability to discriminate looming cue during rotation flight.
D. Computation Complexity
The computational complexity of DPC layer is essentially
determined by the 2D convolutions of the input image se-
quences with WE and WI (equation(2) and (3)), which can
be implemented in O(2r2mn) times for an m × n input
image and r × r size kernel. In other words, the compu-
tation complexity is mainly determined by the calculating
radius and input image size. Obviously, calculating radius
should cover the significant area of the kernel to present
its character. As discussed above, filtering faster background
noise requires a ”larger” kernel but also leads to increasing
computational complexity. The good news is, reducing input
image size (as long as the image preserved important features
of looming process) would increase the distinguish-ability to
looming case because D-LGMD discriminates image velocity
by pixel interconnections and resizing the input image size
also redefined the kernel’s impact area corresponding to the
real scene. Therefore, D-LGMD can work with extreme low
resolution input as reducing image size makes the kernel cover
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(a) Grey samples
(b) P layer samples
(c) DPC layer samples
(d) G layer samples
(f) Normalised output
Fig. 14. D-LGMD response of the aforementioned conundrum as a comparison with Fig. 2 (the same input sequences: Group 2, D-LGMD parameters: set9,
example frames are sampled at: 1,35,50,80,100). Layered results are dissected and transformed into heat maps. The flight experienced 5 periods: (i)hovering,
(ii)pitching,(iii)accelerating, (iv)approaching obstacle(looming), (v)Program controlled decelerating (to avoid hardware damage). Red triangle: first false positive
peak of LGMD result, red star: the collision point. The false positive of LGMD model during period (ii) and (iii) is eliminated in D-LGMD results.
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(a) Input example
Fig. 15. Complex indoor flight (input sequences: Group 2). Collision occurred at frame 140, Pitching and accelerating started at frame 40. Near frame 125
(the red circle), the quadcopter was program controlled to decelerate (in order to reduce physical damage). Red triangle: first false positive in LGMD model,
red circle: unexpected negative during program controlled decelerating near the collision point, red star: the collision point. Set 3 and set 7 remains a small
response near frame 40 (pitching). This small response is eliminated in set 6, 8 when added temporal distribution or increased calculating radius respectively.
Set 3 and 6 were largely affected by the decelerating process and leads to a drop down near frame 120. This indicate that these two sets (with smaller σE ,
σI and calculating radius r) may not has consistent performance when faced decelerating looming object.
a larger area and enhanced the barrier to background noise.
Here we systematically analysed the relationship between the
distinguish-ability to looming, calculating radius, input image
size and computational complexity by 200 trials running on
PC. The results are listed in Table IV. The distinguish-ability
(DA) is quantised as the average output MP at peak point
divided by average MP at false positive point (i.e. Fig.14f):
DA = average (MPpeak) / average (MPfalse−positive).
Theoretically, when DA ≤ 1, it is impossible to select out
looming cues from dynamic backgrounds during agile flight.
From experimental experience, if DA > 10, the model is very
competent at filtering the interfering stimuli and is foreseeable
to be robust against various scenes. As input size ranging
from default to 0.1 times, DA was first increased and then
decreased. For all the calculating radius, the best DA results
existed when input images were resized to 0.25 times. The
proposed model showed satisfactory DA results even with
extreme low resolution input images. The only insufficient DA
was generated when computing the default size (1080P) input
with r = 2, where DA = 3.87 means the looming case is
distinguishable but not prominent enough.
VI. CONCLUSION
The UAV’s agile flight brings camera’s ego-motion and
leads to confusing false positive in visual motion based
collision detecting algorithms. Inspired by state-of-the-art re-
searches of locust’s LGMD neuron, this paper proposed a
computational presynaptic neural network model as a solution
for collision detection in agile UAV flight applications. The
detecting mechanism is targeted to looming object’s nonlinear
growing image angular velocity on the retina. Our model inte-
grates distributed excitation and distributed time latency with
distribution functions and forms a spatial-temporal filter to
selectively build the barrier against translating and background
stimuli that has relatively lower image angular velocity. Using
FFI-GD mechanism, D-LGMD preserved collision detecting
ability during UAV’s attitude motion including pitching, accel-
erating, decelerating and self-rotation. Systematic experiments
demonstrated the proposed method has dramatically enhanced
distinguish-ability to looming objects against background
noise caused by agile flight and therefore showed strong
robustness in complex dynamic visual scenes. Moreover, the
proposed method worked well even with extreme small input
image size. Compacting the size of input images did not
harm the performance but increased the distinguish-ability
towards looming case. This character is superior when energy
consumption is critical such as embedded systems and MAVs.
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